A signal processing pipeline for noninvasive imaging of ventricular preexcitation.
Noninvasive imaging of the cardiac activation sequence in humans could guide interventional curative treatment of cardiac arrhythmias by catheter ablation. Highly automated signal processing tools are desirable for clinical acceptance. The developed signal processing pipeline reduces user interactions to a minimum, which eases the operation by the staff in the catheter laboratory and increases the reproducibility of the results. A previously described R-peak detector was modified for automatic detection of all possible targets (beats) using the information of all leads in the ECG map. A direct method was applied for signal classification. The algorithm was tuned for distinguishing beats with an adenosine induced AV-nodal block from baseline morphology in Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) patients. Furthermore, an automatic identification of the QRS-interval borders was implemented. The software was tested with data from eight patients having overt ventricular preexcitation. The R-peak detector captured all QRS-complexes with no false positive detection. The automatic classification was verified by demonstrating adenosine-induced prolongation of ventricular activation with statistical significance (p <0.001) in all patients. This also demonstrates the performance of the automatic detection of QRS-interval borders. Furthermore, all ectopic or paced beats were automatically separated from sinus rhythm. Computed activation maps are shown for one patient localizing the accessory pathway with an accuracy of 1 cm. The implemented signal processing pipeline is a powerful tool for selecting target beats for noninvasive activation imaging in WPW patients. It robustly identifies and classifies beats. The small beat to beat variations in the automatic QRS-interval detection indicate accurate identification of the time window of interest.